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ABSTRACT
This thesis presents the on-going development of methodology for a probabilistic
material strength degradation model. The probabilistic model, in the form of a postulated
randomized multifactor equation, provides for quantification of uncertainty in the lifetime
material strength of aerospace propulsion system components subjected to a number of diverse
random effects. This model is embodied in the computer program entitled PROMISS, which
can include up to eighteen different effects. Presently, the model includes four effects that
typically reduce lifetime strength: high temperam_re, mechanical fatigue, creep and thermal
fatigue. Statistical analysis was conducted on experimental Inconel 718 data obtained from the
open literature. This analysis provided regression parameters for use as the model's empirical
material constants, thus calibrating the model specifically for Inconel 718. Model calibration
was carried out for four variables, namely, high temperature, mechanical fatigue, creep and
thermal fatigue. Methodology to estimate standard deviations of these material constants for
input into the probabilistic material strength model was developed. Using the current version
of PROMISS, entitled PROMISS93, a sensitivity study for the combined effects of mechanical
fatigue, creep and thermal fatigue was performed. Results, in the form of cumulative
distribution functions, illustrated the sensitivity of lifetime strength to any current value of an
effect. In addition, verification studies comparing a combination of mechanical fatigue and
high temperature effects by model to the combination by experiment were conducted. Thus,
for Inconel 718, the basic model assumption of independence between effects was evaluated.
Results from this limited verification study strongly supported this assumption.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
Probabilistic methods, for quantifying the uncertainties associated with the design and
analysis of aerospace propulsion system components, can significantly improve system
performance and reliability. The reusability and durability of aerospace components are of
prime interest for economical, as well as, safety related reasons. Life cycle costs including
initial design costs and field replacement costs of aerospace propulsion system components are
driving elements for improving life prediction capability. Accurate prediction of expected
service lifetimes is crucial in the final decision of whether or not to proceed with a particular
design. Inaccurate lifetime strength predictions can result in either a lack of adequate life or an
overly costly design due to inefficient utilization of material.
This work is part of a larger effort to develop a probabilistic approach for lifetime
strength prediction methods [4]. This thesis presents the on-going development of
methodology that predicts probabilistic lifetime strength of aerospace materials via
computational simulation. A material strength degradation model, in the form of a randomized
multi.factor equation, is postulated for strength degradation of structural components of
aerospace propulsion systems subjected to a number of effects. Some of the typical variables
or effects that propulsion system components are subjected to under normal operating
conditions include high temperature, fatigue and creep. Methodology to calibrate the model
using actual experimental materials data together with regression analysis of that data is also
presented. Material data for the superalloy, Inconel 718, were analyzed using the developed
methodology.
Chapters 2 and 3 summarize the theoretical and computational background for the
research. The above-described randomized multifactor equation is embodied in the computer
program, PROMISS [6]. This program was developed using the NASA Lewis Research
Center and the University of Texas System Cray-Y-MP supercomputers. Chapter 4 discusses
the strength degradation model developed for high temperature, mechanical fatigue, creep and
thermal fatigue effects, individually. Initial estimates for ultimate and reference values are
determined using available data for Inconel 718. A transformation to improve model sensitivity
is then discussed. Chapter 5 presents experimental material data for Inconel 718 and displays
the data in the form utilized by the mulfifactor equation embodied in PROMISS. Temperature,
mechanical fatigue, creep and thermal fatigue data for Inconel 718 are presented. Linear
regression of the data is performed to provide first estimates of the empirical material constants,
ai, used to calibrate the model. Additional calibration techniques to improve model accuracy
2are then discussed. In Chapter 6, methodology for estimating standard deviations of the
empirical material constants is developed as a means for dealing with limited data. These
estimated values for the standard deviation, ra_cr than expert opinion, may be used with
greater confidence in the probabilistic material strength degradation model. Chapter 7 presents
and discusses cases for analysis that resulted from a sensitivity study for the combined effects
of mechanical fatigue, creep and thermal fatigue at elevated temperatures. Results, in the form
of cumulative distribution functions, illustrate the sensitivity of lifetime strength to any current
value of an effect. Chapter 8 presents and discusses model verification studies that were
conducted to evaluate the ability of the multifactor equation to model two or more effects
simultaneously. Available data allowed for verification studies comparing a combination of
mechanical fatigue and temper'anne effects by model to the combination of these two effects by
experiment. Methodology and results are reiterated and discussed in Chapter 9. Conclusions
of the current research and recommendations for future research conclude this thesis. The raw
data for all effects, along with material and heat treatment specifications, are provided in the
appendix.
CHAPTER 2
THEORETICAL BACKGROUND
Previously, a general material behavior degradation model for composite materials,
subjected to a number of diverse effects or variables, was postulated to predict mechanical and
thermal material properties [7,8,12,13]. The resulting multifactor equation summarizes a
proposed composite micromechanics theory and has been used to predict material properties for
a unidirectional fiber-reinforced lamina based on the corresponding properties of the constituent
materials.
More recently, the equation has been modified to predict the lifetime strength of a
single constituent material due to "n" diverse effects or variables [4,5,6]. These effects could
include variables such as high temperature, creep, mechanical fatigue, thermal fatigue,
corrosion or even radiation attack. For these variables, strength decreases with an increase in
the variable [11]. The general form of the postulated equation is
n ai-rip 1 '
S-'o- i:i LAi'--u--A_J
where Ai, Aio and Aio are the current, ultimate and reference values, respectively, of a
particular effect; ai is the value of an empirical material constant for the i th product terms of
variables in the model; S and So are the current and reference values of material strength. Each
term has the property that if the current value equals the ultimate value, the lifetime strength will
be zero. Also, if the current value equals the reference value, the term equals one and strength
is not affected by that variable. The product form of equation (1) assumes independence
between the individual effects. This equation may be viewed as a solution to a separable partial
differential equation in the variables with the further limitation or approximation that a single set
of separation constants, ai, can adequately model the material _es.
Calibration of the model is achieved by appropriate curve-fitted least squares linear
regression of experimental data [18] plotted in the form of equation (1). For example, data for
just one effect could be plotted on log-log paper. A good fit for the data may be obtained by
linear regression as shown schematically in Figure 1. Dropping the subscript "i" for a single
variable, the postulated equation is obtained by noting the linear relation between log S and
3
log [(Au - AO)/(Au - A)], as follows:
Or,
FA.. _1
ions=-. _o_/,"°.--:_o,j+]o_So
LAu -A J
So -L Au-A J
S=[Au -Ao T"
So LAu-A J
I TS A u -A
_oo = _A U -A 0
(2a)
(2b)
4
logS
logS o
bgr AwAo 1
LAu-A J
Fig. 1 Schematic of Data mustrating the Effect of One Variable on Strength.
5This general material strength degradation model given by equation (1), may be used
to estimate the lifetime strength, S/So, of an aerospace propulsion system component operating
under the influence of a number of diverse effects or variables. The probabilistic treatment of
this model includes "randomizing" the deterministic multifactor equation through probabilistic
analysis by simulation and the generation of probability density function (p.d.f.) estimates for
Lifetime strength, using the non-parametric method of maximum penalized Likelihood [19,21].
Integration of the probability density function yields the cumulative distribution function
(c.d.f.) from which probability statements regarding lifetime strength may be made. This
probabLlistic material strength degradation model, therefore, predicts the random lifetime
strength of an aerospace propulsion component subjected to a number of diverse random
effects.
The general probabilistic material strength degradation model, given by equation (1),
is embodied in the FORTRAN program, PROMISS (I_babiListic ]Viaterial Strength Simulator)
[6]. PROMISS calculates the random lifetime strength of an aerospace propulsion component
subjected to as many as eighteen diverse random effects. Results are presented in the form of
probability density functions and cumulative distribution functions of lifetime strength, S/So.
CHAPTER 3
PROMISS COMPUTER PROGRAM
PROMISS includes a relatively simple "fixed" model as well as a "flexible" model.
The fixed model postulates a probabilistic multifactor equation that considers the variables
given in Table 1. The general form of this equation is given by equation (1), wherein there are
now n = 7 product terms, one for each effect listed below. Note that since this model has
seven terms, each containing four parameters of the effect (A, Au, Ao and a), there are a total
of twenty-eight variables. The flexible model postulates the probabilistic multifactor equation
that considers up to as many as n = 18 effects or variables. These variables may be selected
to utilize the theory and experimental data currently available for the particular strength
degradation mechanisms of interest. The specific effects included in the flexible model are
listed in Table 2. To allow for future expansion and customization of the flexible model, six
"other" effects have been provided.
Table I VariablesAvailableinthe"FLxed" Model.
ith Primitive Primitive
Variable Variable Type
1 Stress due to static load
2 Temperatme
3 Chemical reaction
4 Stress due to impact
5 Mechanical fatigue
6 Thermal fatigue
7 Creep
7Table2 Variables Available in the "Flexible" Model
A. Environmental Effects
. Mechanical
a. Stress
b, Impact
c. Other Mechanical Effect
. Thermal
a. Te_ Variation
b. Thermal Shock
c. Othe_ Thermal Effect
o Other Environmental Effects
a. Chemical Reaction
b. Radiation Attack
c. Other Environmental Effect
B. Time-Dependent Effects
1. Mechanical
a. Creep
b. Mechanical Fatigue
c. Other Mech. Time-Dependent Effect
°
a. Thermal Aging
b. Thermal Fatigue
c. Oth_ Thermal Trine-Dependent Effect
° Other Tmae-De_ndent Effects
a. Corrosion
b. Seasonal Attack
c. Other T'mle-Dependemt Effect
The considerable matter of experimental data and the lack of an exact description of
the underlying physical processes for the combined mechanisms of fatigue, creep, temperature
variations, and so on, make it natural, if not necessary to consider probabilistic models for a
strength degradation model. Therefore, the fixed and flexible models corresponding to
equation (1) are "randomized", and yield the random lifetime material strength clue to a number
of diverse random effects. Note that for the fixed model, equation (1) has the
8following form:
S/So = f(Aiu, At, AIO, al,..., Aiu, Ai, Aio, ai ..... ATu, AT, ATo, a7) (3)
where Ai, Aiu and A_ arc the current, ultima_ and refe_r_nc_ values of the i m of seven effects
as given in Table 1, and ai is the i _hempirical material constant. In general, this expression can
be written as,
S/So = f(Xi), i = 1 .... ,28, (4)
where Xi represents the twenty-eight variables in equation (3). Thus, the FLxed model is
"randomized" and assumes all the variables, Xi, i = 1,..., 28, to be random. For the flexible
model, equation (1) has a form analogous to equations (3) and (4), except that there are as
many as seventy-two random variables. Applying probabRistic analysis [21] to either of these
randomized equations yields the distribution of the dependent random variable, lifetime material
strength, S/So.
Although a number of methods of probabilistic analysis are available, simulation was
chosen for PROMISS. Simulation utilizes a theoretical sample generated by numerical
techniques for each of the random variables [21]. One value from each sample is substituted
into the functional relationship, equation (3), and one realization of lifetime strength, S/So, is
calculated. This calculation is repeated for each value in the set of samples, yielding a
distribution of different values for lifetime strength.
A probability density function (p.d.f.) is generated from these different values of
lifetime strength, using a non-parametric method, maximum penalized likelihood. Maximum
penalized likelihood generates the p.d.f, estimate using the method of maximum likelihood
together with a penalty function to smooth it [19]. Integration of the generated p.d.f, results in
the cumulative distribution function (c.d.f.), from which probabilities of lifetime su'ength can
be directly noted.
In summary, PROMISS randomizes the following equation:
S = i=i_l[ Aiu -Ai ]"SO _iu---_ ' (1)
There is a maximum of eighteen possible effects that may be included in the model. For the
flexible model option, they may be chosen by the user from those in Table 2. For the fixed
model option, the variables of Table 1 are used. Within the product term for each effect, the
current, ultimate and reference values, as well as the empirical material constant, may be
modeled as either deterministic, normal, lognormal, or Wiebull random variables. Simulation
9is used to generate a set of realizations for lifetime random strength, S/So, from a set of
realizations for the random variables of each product term. Maximum penalized likelihood is
used to generate the p.d.f, estimate of lifetime suength, from the set of realizations of lifetime
strength. Integration of the p.d.f, yields the c.d.f., from which probabilities of lifetime
strength can be ascertained. PROMISS also provides information on lifetime strength
statistics, such as the mean, variance, standard deviation and coefficient of variation.
CHAPTER 4
STRENGTH DEGRADATION MODEL FOR INCONEL 718
The probabilisdc material strength degradation model, in the form of the multifactor
equation given by equation (1), when modified for a single effect, results in equation (5)
below.
± =[ ]"=
So LA_-Ao/ L'%-A.I
(5)
Appropriate values for the ultimate, Au, and reference quantities, Ao, had to be estimated as
part of the initial calibration of the multffactor equation for Inconel 718. Based on actual
Inconel 718 data, these values were selected accordingly for each effect.
4.1 Temperature Model
Equation (5), when modified for the effect of high temperature only, becomes:
(Ca)
where Tu is the ultimate or melting temperature of the material, To is a reference or room
temperature, T is the current te_ of the material, and q is an empirical material constant
that represents the slope of a straight Line fit of the modeled data on log-log paper. A logical
choice for the ultimate temperature value is the average melting temperature (2369 _') of
Inconel 718. Therefore, this value was an initial estimate for the ultimate temperature value,
To. An estimate of 75 °F or room temperature was used for the reference temperature value,
To. Substitution of these values into equation (6a) above results in equation (6b) below.
Thus, equation (6b) models the effect of high temperature on the lifetime strength of the
specified materi&l, Inconel 718.
_..s:[&-'ro,l-q:r2s69-N -q
So Lmu - T J L 2369- T .I (6b)
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4.2 High-Cycle Mechanical Fatigue Model
Equation (5), when modified for the effect of mechanical fatigue, becomes:
 7a)So L Nu-N '
where Nu is the ultimate number of cycles for which fatigue strength is very small, No is a
reference number of cycles for which fatigue strength is very large, N is the current number of
cycles the material has undergone, and s is the empirical material constant for the high-cycle
mechanical fatigue effect. An initial estimate of lxl01° was used for the ultimate number of
cycles, Nu, since mechanical fatigue data beyond this value was not found for Incone1718. An
initial estimate of 0.5 or half a cycle was used for the reference number of cycles, No.
Substitution of these values into equation (7a) results in the high-cycle mechanical fatigue
model for Inconel 718, as given below by equation (7b).
s F10'°-0.5]-'
So-L = J  7b)
Since the high-cycle fatigue domain is associated with lower loads and longer lives, or high
numbers of cycles to failure (greater than 104 or 105 cycles), data consisting of cycle values
less than 5×104 fall into the low-cycle fatigue regime and therefore, may be modeled by a low-
cycle mechanical fatigue model rather than the high-cycle one presented here.
4.3 Creep Model
Equation (5), when modified for the effect of creep, becomes:
So Ltu-tJ ' _,
where tu is the ultimate number of creep hours for which rupture strength is very small, tois a
reference number of creep hours for which rupture strength is very large, t is the current
number of creep hours, and v is the empirical material constant for the effect of creep. An
initial estimate of 1×106 was used for the ultimate number of creep hours, tu, due to the fact
that creep rupture life data beyond this value was not found for Inconel 718. An initial estimate
of 0.25 hours or fifteen minutes was used for the reference number of creep hours, to.
Substitution of these values into equation (8a) results in equation (8b) below.
s Flo -o.25] -"
=L J  sb)
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4.4 Thermal Fatigue Model
fatigue.
modified for the effect of thermal fatigue, equation (5) becomes:
The fourth and final effect for which Inconel 718 data was obtained is thermal
Thermal fatigue has been extensively discussed in the literature [9, 16, 23]. When
S F 0 , 11
L J ' (9a)
where br U is the ultimate number of thermal cycles for which thermal fatigue strength is very
smaU, N'O is a reference number of thermal cycles for which thermal fatigue strength is very
large, N' is the current number of thermal cycles the material has undergone, and u is an
empirical material constant that represents the slope of a straight line fit of the modeled dam on
log-log paper.
Thermal fatigue is in the regime of low-cycle fatigue (less than 104 or 10 $ cycles),
therefore, an intermediate value of 5xlO 4 cycles was an initial estimate for the ultimate number
of thermal fatigue cycles, N'u. An initial estimate of 0.5 or half a cycle was used for the
reference number of cycles, N'o. Substitution of these values into equation (9a) results in the
thermal fatigue model for Inconel 718, as given by equation (gb) below.
So L5 x 10 4 (9b)
4.5 Model Transformation
In the case of mechanical fatigue, creep and thermal fatigue, the current value and the
reference value are smaU compared to the ultimate value. Therefore, regardless of the current
r" "1
l -A [ ,p  ir ,o,y ofono. or -rvalue used, the term LAu _ Ao
sensitize the model for these three effects, the logl0 of each value was used. As seen in
Tables 3 through 5, this transformation significantly increases the sensitivity of a product term
to the data used within it. In addition, this transformation results in better statistical linear
regression fits of the data, as seen later in Figures 6, 9 and 17 of Chapter 5. Hence, the
l°g(Av)-l°g(A) ], for[" Au" - A .] was modified to the sensitized form,
general term LAu _ Ao] log(Au)- log(Ao)J
13
these three effects. The program, PROMISS93, modifies the program, PROMISS, to allow
for the sensitized form of these three effects.
Table 3 Non-sensitized and Sensitized Terms for High-Cycle Mechanical Fatigue Dam.
o,o,os. F(lO1°)-,,)1
75
log(lOlO) log(N)
105 0.99999 0.485388
106 0.9999 0.388311
107 0.999 0.291233
los 0.99 0.194155
1000 105 0.99999 0.485388
106 0.9999 0.388311
107 0.999 0.291233
108 0.99 0.194155
1200 105 0.99999 0.485388
106 0.9999 0.388311
107 0.999 0.291233
l0 s 0.99 0.194155
Table 4 Non-sensitizedand Sensitized Terms for Thermal Fatigue Dam.
Cycles,
N'
45 0.999110 0.609151
140 0.997210 0.510568
750 0.985010 0.364782
9750 0.805008 0.141993
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Table 5 Non-sensitizedand SensitizedTerms forCreep Rupturc Data.
Test Temperature,
oF
Rupture Life,t,
Hrs
1000 27.8
133.2
256.0
814.9
1731.0
8473.0
21523.6
0.99997
0.99987
0.99974
0.99919
0.99827
0.99153
0.97848
0.69008
0.58701
0.54404
0.46787
0.41831
0.31384
0.25251
II00 28.2
62.0
151.9
367.5
2327.6
10606.2
33990.7
0.99997
0.99994
0.99985
0.99963
0.99767
0.98939
0.96601
0.68914
0.63732
0.57837
0.52025
0.39883
0.29906
0.22245
1200 10.6
30.8
150.0
747.2
3131.5
7263.0
10232.0
0.99999
0.99997
0.99985
0.99925
0.99687
0.99274
0.98977
0.75351
0.68334
0.57920
0.47357
0.37931
0.32397
0.30143
1300 18.0
70.5
182.7
476.8
808.0
2870.7
6048.0
0.99998
0.99993
0.99982
0.99952
0.99919
0.99713
0.99395
0.71867
0.62887
0.56623
0.50313
0.46843
0.38503
0.33601
CHAPTER 5
EXPERIMENTAL MATERIAL DATA
In ordertocalibrateor anchor the empiricalmaterialconstants,ai,in the multifactor
equationtoparticularaerospacematerialsof interest,itisnecessarytocollectexperimentaldata.
Since actualexperiments were not conducted as partof thisresearchproject,data for several
effectswere coUected from theopen literature.
5.1 Literature Search
Initially, a computerized literature search of nickel-base supcralloys was conducted to
obtain existing experimental data on various material properties. Useful data on high
temperature,mechanical fatigueand creep propertieswere found for severalnickel-base
supcralloys[2,I0, 14,22]. Based on thisdata,a second computerized litcratmesearchof the
superalloy,Inconel718, was laterperformed in an attemptto findadditionaldata,especially
data on thermal fatigue effects. Efforts were concentrated on this particular superalloy for two
primary reasons. First, Incone1718 was selected as the initial material to be analyzed due to its
extensive utilization by the aircraft and aerospace industries owing to its high performance
properties. Secondly, data on Inconel 718 was far more abundant than for any other
superalloy. As a result, data for three effects, namely, high temperature, mechanical fatigue
and creep were readily obtained. Data on thermal fatigue properties, however, was much
harder to obtain. Therefore, a third computerized literature search for Inconel 718 thermal
fatigue data was required. This search yielded limited thermal fatigue data for Inconel 718.
5.2 Inconel 718
Inconcl718 isaprecipitation-hardenablenickel-chromium alloycontainingsignificant
amounts of iron,niobium and molybdenum along with lesseramounts of aluminum and
titanium. Itcombines corrosionresistanceand high strengthwith outstandingweldability.
Inconel 718 has excellentcreep-rupturestrengthand a high fatigueendurance limitup to
1300 °F (700 °C). Itrequiresa somewhat complex heattreatment(solutionanneal,cool and
duplex age) to produce itshigh strengthproperties.Standard production forms arc round,
fiats,extruded section,pipe,tube, forging stock,plate,sheet,stripand wire. Inconcl 718
materialin variousforms isused in gas turbines,rocketengines (includingthe space shuttle
main engine),spacecraftstructuralcomponents, nuclearreactors,pumps and tooling. In gas
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turbine engines, for example, components operate under rigorous conditions of stress and
temperature. The high performance superalloy, Inconel 718, is capable of meeting such
extreme material requirements.
5.3 Temperature Data
The data on high temperature tensile strength properties of Inconel 718 resulted from
tests conducted on hot-roUed round specimens annealed at 1950 °F and aged. [14]. This data,
as well as the data on mechanical fatigue, creep, and thermal fatigue strength properties, were
plotted in various forms, one of which was the same as that used by the multifactor equation in
PROMISS. The data plotted in Figures 2 and 3 show the effect of temperature on yield
strength for Inconel 718. Figure 2 displays the raw data, while Figure 3 shows the data in the
form given by equation (6b). As expected, the yield strength of the material decreases as the
temperature increases. Linear regression of the data, as seen in Figure 3, produced a f'Est
estimate of the empirical material constant, q, for the temperature effect. This estimated value
of the material constant, q, is given by the slope of the linear regression fit. As seen by
Figure 3 and corroborated by the high R 2 (coefficient of determination [3] ) value, this
temperature data, when modeled by equation (6b), does indeed indicate a good linear relation
between yield strength and temperauIr¢.
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5.4 High-Cycle Mechanical Fatigue Data
The data on mechanical fatigue strength properties resulted from high-cycle fatigue
tests conducted on hot-rolled bar specimens annealed at 1750 °F and aged [14]. This data was
plotted in various forms, including non-sensitized and sensitized model forms. Figure 4
presents the raw mechanical fatigue data and displays the effect of mechanical fatigue cycles on
fatigue strength for given test temperatures. As expected, the fatigue strength of Inconel 718
decreases as the number of cycles increases. Figures 5 and 6 show the data in the non-
sensitized form of equation (7b) and the sensitized model form, respectively. Linear regression
of the data produced first estimates of the empirical material constant, s, for the mechanical
fatigue effect, as given by the slopes of the linear regression fits. As seen by these regression
fits in Figures 5 and 6, the R 2 (goodness of fit) values are significantly higher for the sensitized
model form.
In reference to Figure 6, the R 2 value corresponding to a temperature of 75 °F is
significantly lower than the fits calculated at temperatures of 1000 °F and 1200 °F. In addition,
whereas the slope corresponding to a temperature of 1000 °F is lower than that corresponding
to 1200 °F, the slope obtained at a temperature of 75 °F (s = 0.37848) is higher than that at both
1000 °F (s - 0.22348) and 1200 °F (s - 0.35425). This is due to the fact that at certain current
cycle values, N, the fatigue strength at a temperature of 75 °F is lower than that at 1000 °F.
Since this phenomenon is highly improbable, the validity of the mechanical fatigue data
obtained at a test temtxa'ature of 75 °F is questionable. Thus, the corresponding mechanical
fatigue material constant (s = 0.37848) is also questionable.
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Fig. 4 Effect of Mechanical Fatigue (Cycles) on Fatigue Strength for Inconel 718.
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Fig. 5 Effect of Mechanical Fatigue (Cycles) on Fatigue Strength for Inconel 718.
(Non-sensitized Model Form)
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Fig. 6 Effect of Mechanical Fatigue (Cycles) on Fatigue Strength for Inconel 718.
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5.5 Creep Rupture Data
The data on creep rupture strength properties resulted fi'om tests conducted on stress
rupture test bars annealed at 1800 °F and aged [2]. As with the mechanical fatigue data, this
data was plotted in various forms. Figure 7 presents the raw creep rupture strength data and
shows the effect of creep time on rupture strength for given test temperatures. Once again, the
strengthof themateriald_s as thevariable,in thiscase time,increases.In addition,fora
given time, t, the rupture strength decreases as the testtemperature increases. This
phcnomcnon is clcarlyseen in Figure 7, as well as, by the changing slopes of the linear
regressionfitsin Figures g and 9. Figures g and 9 show the creep datain the non-sensitized
form of equation (gb) and the sensitizedmodel form, rcspcctivcly.Linear regressionof the
data produced first estimates of the empirical material constant, v, for the creep effect, as given
by the slopes of the linear regression fits. As seen by these regression fits in Figures 8 and 9,
the R 2 (goodness of fi0 value is significantly higher for the sensitized model form.
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5.6 Thermal Fatigue Data
Low cycle fatigue produces cumulative material damage and ultimate failure in a
component by the cyclic application of strains that extend into the plastic range. Failure
typically occurs under 104 or l0 s cycles. Low cycle fatigue is often produced mechanically
under isothermal conditions. However, machine components may also be subjected to low-
cycle fatigue due to a cyclic thermal field. These cyclic temImratme changes produce thermal
expansions and contractions that, if constrained, produce cyclic stresses and strains. These
thermally induced stresses and strains result in fatigue failure in the same manner as those
produced mechanically.
The general model for the thermal fatigue effect uses stress-life (ct-N) data obtained
from experimental strain-life (z-N) data. The thermal fatigue data presented in Table 6 resulted
from thermomechanical fatigue tests conducted on test bars annealed at 1800 OF and aged [16].
The temperature and strain were computer-controlled by the same triangular waveform with in-
phase cycling at a frequency of 0.0056 H.z.. The temperature was cycled between a minimum
temperature of 600 °F and a maximum temperature of 1200 °F, with a mean temperature of
approximately 900 °F. This total strain amplitude data and plastic strain amplitude data were
used to construct the strain-life curves presented in Figure 10.
Table 6 Thermal Fatigue Data for Inconel 718.
Cycles to Total Strain Plastic Strain Stress
Failure Amplitude, Amplitude, Amplitude,
N'F 88Tf2 _ A(_f2(psi)
45 0.0100 0.0050 126,500
140 0.0075 0.0029 116,380
750 0.0050 0.0011 98,670
9750 0.0040 0.0003 93,610
i
,
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Fig. 10 Strain-life Curve for Inconel 718.
By equation (10), the stress amplitude, Ao[2, was calculated using total and plastic
strain amplitudes, A_T/2 and AEp/2, r_specdvely, along with an average value of E=25xlO e psi
(modulus of elasticity for Inconel 718 at 900 °F [14] ).
2
(10)
The resulting stre._s amplitude data were then plotted against the plastic strain amplitude data to
produce the cyclic stress-strain curve shown helow in Figure I 1.
140OOO
1_0000
1110000
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PLASTIC STRAIN AMPLITUDE
Fig. I I Cyclic Stress-Strain Curve for lnconel 718.
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Usingpower law regressiontechniques[1] andthe datain Table 6, thermal fatigue
properties for Inconel 718 were calculated. These properties were calculated and compared
with known established values in order to check the validity of the data. The plastic portion of
the strain-life curve (Figure 10) may be represented by the following power law function:
_p __ , , c
(11)
where AeFr2 is the plastic strain amplitude and 2N'F are the reversals to failure. A power law
regression analysis of the data yielded two thermal fatigue properties, namely, the fatigue
ductility coefficient, e'F, and the fatigue ductility exponent, c. These two properties are
indicated graphically, along with their coefficient of determination, R e , in Figure 12.
Regression statistics, such as R 2, were obtained to indicate whether or not a power law
representation of the relationship between plastic strain amplitude and reversals to failure was
appropriate. As confirmed by the high R 2 value in Figure 12, the power law function of
equation (11) well represents the relationship between Aep/2 and 2N'F.
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The following power law function was satisfactory for expressing the cyclic stress-
strain relationship of the data presented in Figure 11:
T (12)
Regression analysis of this data yielded two more thermal fatigue properties, K', the cyclic
strength coefficient and n', the cyclic strata hardening exponent. These two properties are
indicated graphically, along with their coefficient of determination, R 2, in Figure 13.
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5.1 •
m 5.0
g
g __. . ° _ °
4.9
-4.0 -3.5 -3.0 -2.5 -2.0
LOG PLASTIC STRAIN AMPLITUDE
Fig. 13 Regression of Equation (12) Data Yielding Cyclic Strength Coefficient, K',
and Cyclic Strain Hardening Exponent, n'.
The following power law function was used to approximate the relationship between
stress amplitude and reversals to failure:
Ao
T : O'F(2N'F) b .
(13)
Regression analysis of this data yielded two more thermal fatigue properties, o'F, the fatigue
strength coefficient and b, the fatigue strength exponent. These two properties are indicated
graphically, along with their coefficient of determination, R 2, in Figure 14. They complete the
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set of thermal fatigue matezial propezties calculated. The complete set of properties are given in
Table 7, along with accepted ranges for the exponents [I].
LOG REVERSALS TO FAILURE
Fig. 14 Regression of Equation (13) YieIding Fatigue Strength Coefficient, O_F,
and Fatigue Strength Exponent, b.
Table 7 Thermal Fatigue Material Properties for Inconel 718.
Material Property
Fatigue Ductility Coefficient, dF
Fatigue Ductility Exponent, c
Cyclic Strength Coefficient, K'
Cyclic Strain Hardening
)
Exponent, n
Fatigue Strength Coefficient, o'F
Fatigue Strength Exponent, b
Calculmed
Value
-1.2637
(0.0545)
-0.5279
5.3416
(219,584 psi)
0.1089
5.2031
(159,625 psi)
-0.0572
Accepu_l
RanF
-0.5 to-0.7
0. I0 to 0.25
-0.05 to -0.07
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The thermal fatigue stress-life (o-N) data were plotted in various forms. Figure 15
presents the thermal fatigue data and displays the effect of thermal fatigue cycles on stress
amplitude at failure (i.e., thermai fatigue strength) for a mean thermal cycling temperature of
900 °F. As expected, the thermal fatigue strength decreases as the number of cycles increases.
Once again, the data was plotted in both non-sensitized and sensitized model forms to illustrate
how the sensitized model results in a significant increase in the R2 (goodness of fit) value.
Figure 16 presents the data in the non-sensitized form of equation (9b), while Figure 17 shows
the data in the sensitized model form. Linear regression of the data, as seen in Figure 17,
produced a f'u'st estimate of the empirical material constant, u, for the thermal fatigue effect, as
given by the slope of the linear regression fit.
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Fig. 15 Effect of Thermal Fatigue (Cycles) on Thermal Fatigue Strength
(i.e., Stress Amplitude at Failure) for lnconel 718.
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5.7 Model Calibration
The first estimates of the ultimate and reference values for each effect are given in
Table 8. First estimates of the empirical material constants, previously determined from linear
regression of high temperature, mechanical fatigue, creep and thermal fatigue data, are
summarized in Table 9. These initial estimates were used to calibrate the strength degradation
model specifically for Ineone1718. Thus, model accuracy is dependent on proper selection of
ultimate and reference values, which in turn influence the values of the empirical material
constants.
Table 8 Initial Estimates for the Ultimate and Reference Values.
Effect
TeraIg_tme
Mechanical Fatigue
Creep
Thermal Fatigue
Ultimate
Value
S_,mbol
Tu
Nu
tu
N'U
Estimated
Ultimate Value
2369
lx1010
lx106
5x104
Reference
Value
S_'mbol
To
No
to
N'O
Estimated
Reference Value
75
0.5
0.25
0.5
Table 9 Initial Estimates for the Empirical Maerial Constants.
Effect
High Temperature
Mechanical Fatigue
Mechanical Fatigue
Mechanical Fatigue
Creep
Creep
Creep
Creep
Thermal Fatigue
Empirical Material
Constant S_'mbol
q
S
S
S
V
V
V
V
Estimated Value
of Constant
0.2422
0.3785
0.2235
0.3543
0.2912
0.4008
0.6243
1.1139
0.2368
Applicable
Temperature (°F)
75-1300
75
1000
1200
1000
1100
1200
1300
900
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As previously mentioned, the quantities used for ultimate and reference values were
initial estimates. Based on the parameters obtained from linear regression analysis of the data,
i.e. slope (material constant), y-intercept (log So) and R 2, an attempt to adjust these initial
estimates to improve the accuracy of the model was made. Noting that the y-intercept value
corresponds to the log of the reference strength, So, it was necessary to physically define what
the quantity So represents. For the temperature model, given the data used, So (5.217 or
164,816 psi) estimates the yield strength of Inconel 718 at the reference tenggratare of 75 OF as
seen by Figure 3. In order to correlate the So for all effects to the yield strength, the ultimate
and reference values for mechanical fatigue, creep and thermal fatigue effects were adjusted.
Adjusting the ultimate value influenced the slope, y-intezcept and R2 values, while adjusting the
reference value altered the y-intercept value but had no affect on either the slope or R 2 values.
In addition, certain trends were noted. Increasing the ultimate value increased the So value,
while increasing the reference value decreased it.
Based on this information, initial estimates were reevaluated for mechanical fatigue,
creep and thermal fatigue effects. Reevaluation of the initial estimates for the temperattne effect
was not necessary since this temperature data consisted of yield strength values at various
temperatures, thus So is already correlated to a yield strength value of Inconel 718. For the
mechanical fatigue effect, Figure 6 shows log So values of 5.1974 (157,543 psi), 5.1067
(127,850 psi) and 5.1184 (131,341 psi) for temperatures of 75, 1000 and 1200°F,
respectively. According to average yield strength data for Incone1718 [15], these values are
too low. Therefore, in order to increase these y-intercept values, the ultimate value was varied
between lxl01° and lxl011 cycles, while the reference value was varied between 0.5 and
0.25 cycles. The result was that an ultimate value of lxl01° combined with a reference value
of 0.25 yielded y-intercept values closest to the average yield strength for corresponding
temperatures. Initial ultimate and reference values for the creep and thermal fatigue models
were also adjusted accordingly. Figures 18, 19 and 20, show the improved ultimate and
reference values selected and display the subsequent new linear regression results of the
mechanical fatigue, creep and thermal fatigue data, respectively. Table 10 lists the improved
estimates obtained for the ultimate and reference values, while Table 11 provides the
corresponding new empirical material constants.
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Figure 18 Effect of Mechanical Fatigue (Cycles) on Fatigue Strength for Inconc1718.
(Sensitized Model Form Using Improved Estimates)
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Table I0
Effect
Temperature
Mechanical Fatigue
Creep
Thermal Fatigue
Improved Estimates for the Ultimate and Reference Values.
Ultimate
Value
S_'mbol
Tu
Nu
tu
N'u
Estimated
Ultimate Value
2369
1×10 lo
1×105
5×10'1
Reference
Value
S_mbol
To
No
to
N'O
Estimated
Reference Value
75
0.25
0.25
0.25
Table 11
Effect
High Temperature
Mechanical Fatigue
Mechanical Fatigue
Mechanical Fatigue
Creep
Creep
Creep
Creep
Thermal Fatigue
Improved Estimates for the Empirical Material Constants.
Empirical Material
Constant S_,mbol
q
S
S
S
V
V
V
V
U
Estimated Value
of Constant
0.2422
0.3785
0.2235
0.3543
0.1737
0.2245
0.4136
0.7556
0.1908
Applicable
Temperature (°F)
75-1300
75
1000
1200
1000
1100
1200
1300
9OO
CHAPTER 6
ESTIMATION OF EMPIRICAL MATERIAL
CONSTANT VARIABILITY
Due to a lack of sufficient data from which to evaluate the material constants, ai,
methodology to estimate the variability of these constants was. developed. This methodology
yields estimates for the standard deviations of the constants. For instance, when modeling
high temperature effects, the material strength degradation model for Inconel 718 is given
below by equation (6a).
(6a)
or
(14a)
Taking the log of both sides yields equation (14b) below.
/Logs-- LogLTu-'r J) +LogSo (14b)
It is clearly seen that equation (14b) is a linear equation with slope, -q, and y-intercept,
Log So. Using the temperature data presented in Chapter 5, the linear relationship given by
equation (14b) is shown graphically in Figure 21.
Linear regression of this temperature data yielded two parameters, the slope (-0.2422)
and the y-intercept (5.2170). As previously discussed, the slope was used as a first estimate of
the empirical material constant for the temperature degradation model. Due to limited
temperature data, only five data points, concern over the accuracy of this estimated value was
warranted. Therefore, steps were taken to model this material constant as a random variable so
that an estimate of itsstandard deviation could be calculated.
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Figure 21 Linear Regression of Temperature Data.
F'LrSt,maximum and minimum feasibleslopesand y-interCClXSwere determined fi'om
considerationof the data and the linearregressionresults,such thattheseextreme parameters
would theoreticallyenclose or envelope allactualdata.Figure22 shows the linearregression
of the temperature data along with postulated maximum and minimum slopes. These extreme
parameters were obtained by adjusting the slope of the linear regression fit. Rotating about the
I
y-intercept value, the regression line was adjusted to pass through the outer most points,
resulting in maximum and minimum slopes. Figure 23 shows the linear regression of the
temperaturedata along with maximum and minimum y-intercepts.These extreme parameters
wcrc obtained by shiftingthe regressionlinevertically.While maintaining the slope,the
regressionlinewas shiftedto pass through the outermost points,resultingin maximum and
minimum y-interceptvalues.
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Using the valuesof the parameters obtained fi'om linear regression along with the
extreme maximum and minimum values, random variables for slope (-q) and y-intercept
(log So) were constructed. These random parameters or variables were assumed to have
normal distributions, with mean values given by the linear regression fits in Figure 21.
St_'Idard deviation values for the slope and y-intercept were determined using the extreme
values together with the empirical rule. According to this rule, for a normal distribution, the
mean value (_t) plus or minus three standard deviations (+3a) will contain 99.73% of the
values [17, 20]. Therefore, the range of the values (maximum value minus the minimum
value) divided by six yields the standard deviation, o. Although the mean value resulting from
Linear regression (Figure 21) is not equal to _t (one-half the range) due to the nature of the data
and the extreme values obtained, this method provides for an approximation of the standard
deviation.
-_® I I /r _ I "Ix I I
= t t /t t t\i t
,, I i/I I I\! I
I I I I I | I .v-
Figure 24 Probability Density Function of a Normal Distribution.
Values for the standard deviation of the random parameters, slope and y-intercept,
were estimated as follows:
Oslop e =
maximum slope - minimum slope 0.2614- 0.2085= = 0.0088
6 6
max imum y - int. - minimum y- int. 167,707.20-162,416.67
= 881.75 (psi)
°Y-iat = 6 6
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These random parameters, now expressed in terms of their mean and standard deviation, were
used to define the probabilistic material strength degradation model for temperature as a random
parameter model having the following form:
o - r 2369-75Tq
s=ooL TJ = ' (14c)
where -q and So are now random variables for the slope and y-intercept, respectively.
In order to demonstrate this methodology, modifications were made to PROMISS
[6]. These modifications included providing random variable input mechanisms for So in
terms of its me,aft and standard deviation, adding random number generation capability for So,
and providing coding to calculate equation (14c), so that results are given in terms of strength,
S, rather than lifetime strength, S/So. The resulting values for S were calculated by simulation
using an augmented version of PROMISS called CALLIE92T. Forty values of strength, S,
corresponding to each temperature value, T, were obtained. Figure 25 displays selected
strength values of the forty calculated, along with the actual temperature data and the postulated
envelope of the random parameter model as defined by the extreme parameter values. The
statistical frequency with which calculated values of S fell within the envelope were noted.
Since an overwhelmingly large number of S values were found to lie within the envelope, it
was ascertained that experimental temperature data beyond the known five data points would
also fall within the envelope. Thus, this estimated value of the standard deviation, rather than
expert opinion or an assumed value, can be used with greater confidence in the probabilistic
material strength degradation model embodied in PROMISS.
Figure 25
• Actual Data
" Selected Simulated Data (Max., Mean, & Min.)
0_1 0_2 0 _3 0_4
LOG [(2369-75)/(2369-T)] (oF)
Postulated Envelope of Actual and Simulated Temperature (°F) Data.
CHAPTER 7
PROBABILISTIC LIFETIME STRENGTH SENSITIVITY STUDY FOR
MECHANICAL FATIGUE, CREEP AND THERMAL FATIGUE
A modified version of PROMISS, entitled PROMISS93, was developed for
sensitizing the model for mechanical fatigue, creep and thermal fatigue effects. Using the
sensitized probabilistic material strength degradation model embodied in PROMISS93, a
lifetime strength sensitivity study was conducted. Three effects were included in this study,
mechanical fatigue, creep and thermal fatigue. The temperature effect was not explicitly
included as a fourth effect since the data used in this study for the other effects resulted from
tests conducted at elevated temperatures of 900 to 1000 °F. Therefore, the effect of high
temperature is inherent in the mechanical fatigue, creep and thermal fatigue empirical material
constants used to calibrate the model.
The general form of the multifactor equation given by equation (1), when modified
forcombined mechanical fatigue,creep and thermalfatigueeffects,becomes,
= t U --t
So LNu-No Nu-NoJ
(15a)
or
°
So LN'd----NJ L tu-t J L Nu-N J
(15b)
By making the necessary log transformationsto increasemodel sensitivityand accuracy for
thesethreespecificeffects,equation(15b)becomes,
s °
_o=L l°g(Nu)-l°g(N) J L l°g(tu)-l°g(t) J L l°g(Nu)-l°g(N)J "
(16a)
Substitutionof theimproved ultimateand referenceestimatesresultsin equation(16b)below.
li -V 4 --U)-,o,<0.,)1
_J (16b>
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The tdtimate and reference values in equation (16"o) became model parameters or
constraints for the multffactor equation when modified for Incon¢l 718. Figure 26 illustrates
these model parameters graphically, wherein each axis represents an effect.
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N' u 5xl 0 4
N'o 0.25
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I
|
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Fig.26 Inconcl718 Model Parameters forMechanical Fatigue,
Creep and Thermal FatigueEffects.
Typical sets of input values for the PROMISS model represented by equation (16b)
arc given in Tables 12, 13 and 14. For example, Table 12 shows PROMISS input data for a
temperature of 1000 °F, a current value of 2.5x10 s mechanical fatigue cycles, a current value of
1000 creep hours, and a current value of 2000 thermal fatigue cycles. As sccn in Tables 12
through 14, the above-mentioned current values remain the same with the exception of the
current value of mechanical fatigue cycles, N. In Tables 13 and 14 the current value of
mechanical fatigue cycles has bccn increased to 1.0x106 and 1.75x1(P, respectively. By
holding two of the three sets of current values constant, sensitivity of lifetime strength towards
the third set of values, in this case mechanical fatigue cycles, can bc ascertained. Tim complete
set of current values that were used as input data for this sensitivity study arc given in
Table 15. Notice that the f'LrStthree rows of the table correspond to d¢ current values listed in
Tables 12, 13 and 14, respectively. The next three rows of Table 15 show how the current
values of creep hours were varied, while the last three rows show how the current values of
thermal fatigue cycles wcrc varied. The results of this study, in the form of cumulative
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distribution functions, are given in Figures 27 through 29. Figure 27 shows the effect of
mechanical fatigue cycles on lifetime strength, while Figures 28 and 29 show the effect of
creep hours and thermal fatigue cycles on lifetime strength, respectively. Note that the c.d.f.
shifts to the left, indicating a lowering of lifetime strength, as mechanical fatigue cycles
increase. In this manner, results, in the form of c.d.f.'s, display the sensitivity of lifetime
strength to any current value of an effect.
Effect
Table 12 Sensitivity Study Input to PROMISS93 for Inconel 718;
Temperature = 1000 °F and N=2.5x105 Cycles.
Variable Units Distribution Mean Standard Deviation
Symbol Type (Value), (% of Mean)
Mechanical
Fatigue
Creep
Thermal
Fatigue
Nu cycles Normal 1.0×101° 1.0×109 10.0
N cycles Normal 2.5×105 2.5×104 10.0
No cycles Normal 0.25 0.025 10.0
s dimensionless Normal 0.2235 0.0067 3.0
to hours Normal 1.0x 105 1.0x 104 10.0
t hours Normal 1.0×103 1.0×10 2 10.0
to hours Normal 0.25 0.025 I0.0
v dimensionless Normal O. 1737 0.0052 3.0
N'u cycles Normal 5.0x 104 5.0x 103 10.0
N' cycles Normal 2.0x10 3 2.0x10 2 10.0
N'O cycles Normal 0.25 0.025 10.0
u dimensionless Normal 0.191 0.0057 3.0
Effect
Table 13 Sensitivity Study Input to PROMISS93 for Inconel 718;
Temperature = 1000 °F and N=l.0xl0 6 Cycles.
Variable Units Distribution Mean Standard Deviation
Symbol Type (Value), (% of Mean)
Mechanical
Fatigue
Creep
Thermal
Fatigue
Nu cycles Normal 1.0xl01° 1.0xl0 9 10.0
N cycles Normal 1.0xltY s 1.0x103 10.0
No cycles Normal 0.25 0.025 10.0
s dimensionless Normal 0.2235 0.0067 3.0
tu hours Normal 1.0x 10 s 1.0x 104 10.0
t hours Normal 1.0x103 1.0xl02 10.0
to hours Normal 0.25 0.025 I0.0
v dimensionless Normal 0.1737 0.0052 3.0
N'u cycles Normal 5.0x104 5.0x103 10.0
N' cycles Normal 2.0x10 3 2.0x10 2 10.0
N'o cycles Normal 0.25 0.025 10.0
u dimensionless Normal 0.191 0.0057 3.0
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Table 14 Sensitivity Study Inl_ut to PROMISS93 for Inconel 718;
Temperature = 1000 F and N=1.75xlO 6 Cycles
EtTe_ Variable Units Distribution Mean Standard Deviation
Symbol Type (Value), (% of Mean)
Mechanical
Fatigue
Nu cycles Normal 1.0xl01° 1.0xl09 10.0
N cycles Normal 1.75x106 1.75x105 10.0
No cycles Normal 0.25 0.025 10.0
s dimensionless Normal 0.2235 0.0067 3.0
Creep tu hours Normal 1.0×10 5 1.0×I0 4 I0.0
t hours Normal 1.0xl0 3 1.0xl0 2 I0.0
to hours Normal 0.25 0.025 10.0
v dimensionless Normal 0.1737 0.0052 3.0
Thermal
Fatigue
N'u cycles Normal 5.0xlO 4 5.0xlO 3 I0.0
N' cycles Normal 2.0x10 3 2.0xlO 2 10.0
N'o cycles Normal 0.25 0.025 10.0
u dimensionless Normal 0.191 0.0057 3.0
Table 15 Selected Current Values for Sensitivity Study of the Prubabilistic
Material Strength Degradation Model for Incone1718.
Mechanical Fatigue Oeep Thermal Fatigue
(Cycles) (Hours) (Cycles)
2.5 x l0 s 1000 2000
1.0 x los 1000 2000
1.75 x l0 s 1000 2000
1.0 x 106 250 2000
1.0 x 106 1000 2000
1.0 x 106 1750 2000
1.0 x 106 1000 500
1.0 x 106 1000 2000
1.0 x 106 1000 3500
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CHAPTER 8
MODEL VERIFICATION STUDY
Usingtheprobabilisticmaterialstrengthdegradationmodelembodied in PROMISS, a
model verification study was conducted. The basic assumption, that two or more effects acting
on the material multiply (i.e., independent variables), was evaluated. Available data allowed
for a verification study comparing a combination of mechanical fatigue effects at 75 °F and
temperature effects at 1000 °F to mechanical fatigue effects at 1000 °F. That is, a combination
of mechanical fatigue and te_e by model was compared to the combination of these two
effects by experiment. The input values for the combination of these two effects by model arc
given in Tables 16 through 18, while the input values for the combination of these two effects
by experiment are provided in Tables 19 through 21. Three different current values of
mechanical fatigue cycles were used so that the verification study would encompass a range of
fatigue cycle values. The results of this study, in the form of cumulative distribution functions,
are given in Figures 30 through 32. Figure 30 displays lifetime strength predictions for the
combination of mechanical fatigue and temperature by model, while Figure 31 displays results
for the combination of these two effects by experiment. Figure 32 is an overlay of the two sets
of results. It is evident that there is approximately a 20% difference between the two sets of
distributions.
Due m the questionable mechanical fatigue material constant (s = 0.37848) used in the
combination by model input, a second verification study was conducted. Once again, a
combination of these two effects by model was compared to the combination by experiment.
However, an adjusted mechanical fatigue material constant (s = 0.141) was input in place of
the questionable mechanical fatigue material constant at a temperature of 75 °F. This value was
estimated by noting the percent difference (37 %) between the calculated slopes at 1000 °F and
1200 °F. The improved input values for this second verification study are provided in
Tables 22 through 24. The input values for combination by experiment were the same as
before. The results are given by Figures 33 through 36. Figure 33, overlays the results for the
combination by model and those by experiment. The 20% difference was greatly reduced. For
clarity, Figures 34, 35 and 36 overlay the results for both model and experiment for current
mechanical fatigue cycle values of 2.5×105, 1×106 and 1.75×106 cycles, respectively. A
percent difference of less than 5% was observed for all three current mechanical fatigue cycle
values.
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Effect
Table 16 Verification Study Input to PROMISS93 for Inconel 718;
Combination by Model, N-2.5x105 cycles.
Variable Units Distribution Mean
Symbol Type
Standard Deviation
(Value), (% of Mean)
Mechanical
Fatigue
(at 75 °F)
High
Temgerature
(at 1000 °F)
Nu cycle Normal 1.0xl010 1.0xl09 10.0
N cycle Normal 2.5x105 2.5x104 10.0
No cycle Normal 0.25 0.025 10.0
s dimensionless Normal 0.3785 0.0114 3.0
Tu OF Normal 2369.0 236.90 10.0
T OF Normal 1000.0 100.00 10.0
To OF Normal 75.0 7.50 10.0
q dimensionless Normal 0.2422 0.0088 3.6
Effect
Table 17 Verification Study Input to PROMISS93 for lncone1718;
Combination by Model, N=l.0xl06 cycles.
iii ii
Variable Units Dislribution Mean
Symbol Type
Standard Deviation
(Value), (% of Mean)
Mechanical
Fatigue
(at 75 °F)
High
Temt_mtme
(at 1000*F)
Nu cycle Normal 1.0xl01° 1.0xl09 10.0
N cycle Normal 1.0xl06 1.0xl05 10.0
No cycle Normal 0.25 0.025 10.0
s dimensionless Normal 0.3785 0.0114 3.0
Tu OF Normal 2369.0 236.90 10.0
T OF Normal 1000.0 100.00 10.0
To OF Normal 75.0 7.50 10.0
q dimensionless Normal 0.2422 0.0088 3.6
Effect
Table 18 Verification Study Input to PROMISS93 for Inconel 718;
Combination by Model, N=l.75xl_ cycles.
Variable Units Distribution Mean
Symbol Type
Standard Deviation
(Value), (% of Mean)
Mechanical
Fatigue
(at 75 °F)
High
Temperature
(at 1000 °F)
Nu cycle Normal 1.0xl010
N cycle Normal 1.75x106
NO cycle Normal 0.25
s dimensionless Normal 0.3785
Tu °F Normal 2369.0
T OF Normal 1000.0
To OF Normal 75.0
q dimensionless Normal 0.2422
1.0xl09 10.0
1.75xlo 5 10.0
0.025 10.0
0.0189 3.0
236.90 10.0
100.00 10.0
7.50 10.0
0.0088 3.6
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Effect
Table 19 Verification Study Input to PROMISS93 for Inconel 718;
Combination by Experiment, N-2.5x10 s cycles.
Variable Units Distribution Mean
Symbol Type
Standard D¢viation
(Value), (% of Mean)
Mechanical
Fatigue
(at 1000 °F)
Nu cycle Normal 1.0xl0I0 1.0xl09 I0.0
N cycle Normal 2.5xi05 2.5xi04 I0.0
No cycle Normal 0.25 0.025 I0.0
s dimensionless Normal 0.2235 0.0067 3.0
Effect
Table 20 VerificationStudy Input toPROMISS93 forInconel718;
Combination by Experiment, N--l.0xl06cycles.
Variable Units Distribution Mean
Symbol Type
Standard Deviation
(Value),(% ofMean)
Mechanical
Fatigue
(at 1000 °F)
Nu cycle Normal 1.0xl010 1.0xl09 10.0
N cycle Normal 1.0xl06 1.0xl05 10.0
No cycle Normal 0.25 0.025 10.0
s dimensionless Normal 0.2235 0.0067 3.0
Effect
Table 21 Verification Study Input to PROMISS93 for Incouel 718;
Combination by Experiment, N=l.75x10 s cycles.
Variable Units Distribution Mean
Symbol Type
StandardDeviation
(Value), (% of Mean)
Mechanical
Fatigue
(at1000 °F)
Nu cycle Normal 1.0xl010 1.0xl09 10.0
N cycle Normal 1.75x106 1.75x105 10.0
N O cycle Normal 0.25 0.025 10.0
s dimensionless Normal 0.2235 0.0067 3.0
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Figure 30 Comparison of Various Levels of Uncertainty of Mechanical Fatigue (Cycles)
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Table 22 Modified Verification Study Input to PROMISS for Incon¢1718;
Combination by Model, N=2.5xlO s cycles.
Effect Variable Units Distribution Mean
Symbol Type
Standard Deviation
(Value),(% of Mean)
Mechanical
Fatigue
(at 75 °F)
High
Tempemtme(at 1000°F)
Nu cycle Normal
N cycle Normal
No cycle Normal
s dimensionless Normal
To °F Normal
T °F Normal
To °F Normal
q dimensionless Normal
1.0xl01o
2.5x105
0.25
0.141
1.0xl09 10.0
2.5x104 10.0
0.025 10.0
0.0042 3.0
2369.0 236.90
1000.0 100.00
75.0 7.50
0.2422 0.0088
10.0
10.0
10.0
3.6
Table 23 Modified Verification Study Input to PROMISS for Incone1718;
Combination by Model, N=I.0xl(Y s cycles.
Effect Variable Units Dislribution Mean
Symbol Type
Standard Deviation
(Value), (% of Mean)
Mechanical
Fatigue
(at75 °F)
High
Temperature
(at 1000 °F)
Nu cycle Normal 1.0xl0I0
N cycle Normal 1.0xIlYi
No cycle Normal 0.25
s dimensionless Normal 0.141
1.0xl09 10.0
1.0xlO s 10.0
0.025 10.0
0.0042 3.0
To °F Normal 2369.0 236.90
T °F Normal 1000.0 100.00
TO °F Normal 75.0 7.50
q dimensionless Normal 0.2422 0.0088
10.0
10.0
10.0
3.6
Table 24 Modified Verification Study Input to PROMISS for lnconel 718;
Combination by Model, N=l.75xl(F i cycles.
Effect Variable Units Distribution Mean
Symbol Type
Standard Deviation
(Value),(% of Mean)
Mechanical
Fatigue
(at 75 °F)
High
Temperatm'e
(at 1000 °F)
Nu cycle Normal 1.0xl010
N cycle Normal 1.75x106
No cycle Normal 0.25
s dimensionless Normal 0.141
To °F Normal 2369.0
T °F Normal I000.0
TO OF Normal 75.0
q dimensionless Normal 0.2422
1.0xl09 10.0
1.75x10 s 10.0
0.025 10.0
0.0042 3.0
236.90 10.0
100.00 10.0
7.50 10.0
0.0088 3.6
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Figure 33 Overlay of Results for the Combination of Mechanical Fatig_. e and Temperature
Effects by Model (Using Estimated Value of s) and Experiment.
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Figure 34 Overlay of Results for the Combination of Mechanical Fatigue and Temper'atme
Effects by Model (Using Estimated Value of s) and Experiment; N=2.5x10 5 Cycles.
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Figure 36 Overlay of Results for the Combination of Mechanical Fatigue and Temperature
Effects by Model (Using Estimated Value of s) and Experiment; N=l.75x106 Cycles.
CHAPTER 9
DISCUSSION
To ensure model accuracy in lifetime strength predictions, close attention was paid to
model sensitization and calibration. When the current value and the reference value were small
compared to the ultimate value, model transformation, by taking the log of each value within
the product term, was required for model sensitivity. As shown for mechanical fatigue, creep
and thermal fatigue effects in Figures 5 through 6, 8 through 9, and 16 through 17,
respectively, this transformation resulted in considerable increases in the linear regression R 2
values. The closer the R 2 value is to a value of one, the better the linear regression fit.
Calibration of the model specifically for Inconel 718 required actual experimental
data. Based on this data, initial ultimate and reference values for each effect were estimated and
are provided in Table 8. Linear regression of data individually for each effect resulted in initial
estimates for the empirical material constants. These constants for temperature, mechanical
fatigue, creep and thermal fatigue effects are given in Table 9. Further calibration involved
adjusting these initial estimates so that y-intercept (log So) values, resulting from linear
regression analysis, corresponded to average yield strength values of Inconel 718 at specified
temperatures. By correlating the So values for all effects to average yield strengths, accuracy
in modeling two or more effects was increased. These improved estimates are given in
Tables 10 and 11. These estimates were used for the mean values in the sensitivity study input
files (Tables 12 through 14) to PROMISS93.
Methodology for estimating the variability of the empirical material constants was
developed in Chapter 6 as a means for dealing with limited data. For the temperature effect, a
standard deviation value of 0.0088 or 3.6% of the mean slope (0.2422) was calculated. This
value, rather than expert opinion, may be used with greater confidence in the probabilistic
material strength degradation model embodied in PROMISS93. Parallel steps may be taken to
determine standard deviation estimates for the empirical material constants of the other effects.
The sensitivity study, discussed in Chapter 7.0, included only three effects,
mechanical fatigue, creep and thermal fatigue, as modeled by equation (16b). The results of
this study, in the form of cumulative distribution functions, are given in Figures 27 through
29. The sensitivity of lifetime strength to the number of mechanical fatigue cycles is seen by
the shift of the c.d.f, to the left in Figure 27 as the number of cycles increases from 2.5×105 to
1.75)<106 . The same phenomenon is seen in Figures 28 and 29. Thus, increasing the current
number of the variable decreased the predicted lifetime strength as expected. The temperature
effect was not explicitly included in this study due to the fact that data for the other three effects
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resulted from tests conducted in a high temperature environment (900 °F to 1000 °F). Thus,
the effect of temperature is inherent in the estimated empirical material constants for the other
three effects. This is evidenced by the changing slopes in Figure 19 for the creep effect. The
slope or material constant changes according to the test temperature. At a test temperature of
1000 °F, the material constant (slope) is -0.17372, but increases with temperature to a "steeper"
value of-0.75557 at a test temperature of 1300 °F. An increase in the material constant with an
increase in temperature is expected. However, as seen by Figure 18, the mechanical fatigue
material constant (slope) is highest at the lowest test temperature of 75 °F. Since this slope is
based upon only four questionable data points, it is presumed to be inaccurate. Therefore,
based on observed trends in the change of slopes for the mechanical fatigue effect at
temperatures of 1000 °F and 1200 °F (Figure 18), an adjusted value for the mechanical fatigue
material constant at 75 °F was determined. The result was a modified slope 37% less than the
slope obtained at a temperature of 1000 °F. Without additional mechanical fatigue data at a test
temperature of 75 °F, this adjusted slope can be neither conRrmed nor rejected.
Both the questionable (s = 0.37848) and the adjusted (s = 0.141) mechanical fatigue
material constants at 75 °F were used in verification studies presented in Chapter 8. Available
data allowed for a verification study comparing a combination of mechanical fatigue and
temperature effects by model to the combination of these two effects by experiment. The
results of this study, in the form of c.d.f.'s, are given in Figures 30 through 32. The
sensitivity of lifetime strength to the number of current mechanical fatigue cycles is seen by the
shift of the c.d.f, to the left (Figures 30 and 31) as the number of cycles increases. Thus,
increasing the number of current fatigue cycles decreases the predicted lifetime strength as
expected. As seen by the overlay of distributions in Figure 32, there is approximately a 20%
difference between the results obtained by model and those obtained by experiment. A major
possibility for this large discrepancy is the questionable mechanical fatigue material constant at
75 °F. To test this assumption, a second parallel verification study using the adjusted
mechanical fatigue material constant value was conducted. The results are given in Figures 33
through 36. Comparison of Figure 36 to Figure 33 shows a substantial decrease in the
discrepancy between the two sets of distributions. From Figures 34 through 36, the percent
difference between the results is less than 5% for all three current values of fatigue cycles
evaluated. Thus, the questionable mechanical fatigue material constant calculated from the
mechanical fatiguedataat75 °F was responsiblefora largepercentof thediscrepancybetween
theinitialresultsfrom thefirstverificationstudy.
CHAPTER 10
CONCLUSIONS
A probabilistic material strength degradation model, applicable to aerospace materials,
has been postulated for predicting the random lifetime strength of structural components for
propulsion system components subjected to a number of effects. This model, in the form of a
randomized multifactor equation, has been developed for four effects, namely, high
temperature, mechanical fatigue, creep and thermal fatigue. Incone1718 data for these effects
was obtained from the open literature. Based on this data, initial ultimate and reference values
were estimated. It was determined that when the current and reference values are small
compared to the ultimate value the model is insensitive. Therefore, a transformation to
sensitize the model for the effects of mechanical fatigue, creep and thermal fatigue was
required. Model transformation resulted in significant increases in the R 2 (goodness of fit)
values. The current version of PROMISS, entitled PROMISS93, provides for this
transformation for these three effects.
Linear regression of the data for each effect resulted in estimates for the empirical
material constants, as given by the slope of the linear fit. These estimates, together with
ultimate and reference values, were used to calibrate the model specifically for Incone1718. By
adjusting these initial estimates so that the y-intercept or So values corresponded to average
yield strength values of Incone1718, accuracy in modeling two or more effects was improved.
Thus, model accuracy is dependent on the proper selection of ultimate and reference values,
which in turn influence the values of the empirical material constants used in calibration of the
model. Calibration of the model for other materials is also dependent on experimental data and
is not possible without it.
Methodology for estimating the standard deviation of empirical material constants
offered a way for dealing with Limited data. This methodology results in better estimates of the
standard deviations based on actual experimental data, rather than expert opinion. Lack of
sufficient data from which to evaluate the material constants warranted the development of this
methodology.
Results from a sensitivity study involving mechanical fatigue, creep and thermal
fatigue effects showed that the c.d.f.'s shift to the left, indicating a lowering of lifetime
strength, for increasing current values of an effect. Further development and evaluation of this
three effect model, as well as other models, requires that it be compared to real responses of
Inconel 718 samples subjected to these combined effects during experimentation. Thus,
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additionalexperimental data is crucial for the continued development and evaluation of the
probabiListicmaterialstrength degradation model presented in this thesis.
Limited verification studies involving two effects, mechanical fatigue and high
temperature, were conducted. Results showed a combination of the two effects by model to be
more conservative than the combination by experiment. The first verification study yielded a
20% discrepancy between the results obtained by model and those obtained by experiment.
Questionable mechanical fatigue data at a temperatme of 75 °F is presumed to be a major cause
of the discrepancy. This conclusion was drawn after conducting a second verification study
using an adjusted value in place of the questionable one. The outcome was a significant
reduction in the discrepancy, from 20% to less than 5%, between the results of a combination
of these two effects by model and the combination by experiment. Therefore, the data, rather
than the nature of the model, is the presumed source of error. Thus, the basic assumpuon of
the model, that two or more effects multiply (i.e., effects are independent), is strongly
supported by this limited verification study. The remaining 5% difference may be due to the
lack of uniformity among the specimens tested. As seen by Table A.5 in the Appendix,
specimen shape and heat treatment varied between the effects. Specimen shape, as well as heat
treatment, can influence material properties. Another reason for the 5% difference may be
synergistic effects (i.e., dependence between effects). As previously discussed, equation (1) is
a_ approximated solution to a separable partial differential equation. In order to account for
synergistic effects and perhaps eliminate this 5% difference, additional terms would have to be
added to equation (1). The resulting reduction in error may or may not warrant complication of
the model by the inclusion of additional terms. Based on the results obtained from the second
verification study, this compl/cation is not warranted. However, additional verification studies
for the combination of other effects must first be conducted before a more ref'med model can be
developed. As previously discussed, the availability of experimental data will determine
whether or not f'u_er studies can be conducted.
In conclusion, methodology for improving lifetime strength prediction capabilities is
presented. The probabilistic material strength degradation model in the form of a randomized
multifactor equation is developed for four effects and calibrated to best reflect physical reality
for Inconel 718. Systematic and repeatable methods of model calibration and evaluation are
developed. Basic understanding and evaluation of the model is generated through sensitivity
and verification studies. The sensitivity of random lifetime strength to any current value of an
effect can be ascertained. Probability statements in the form of cumulative distribution
functions allow improved judgments to be made regarding the likelihood of lifetime strength,
thus enabling better design decisions to be made.
APPENDIX
This appendix provides the experimental Incone1718 data analyzed by the postulated
material strength degradation model. The purpose of this appendix is to allow the calculations
of Chapter 5 to be repeated. Data for all effects will be presented in tabular form. Tables A. I-
A.4 present the high temperature, mechanical fatigue, creep and thermal fatigue data,
respectively. Table A.5 provides reference numbers and figure numbers for displayed data, as
well as, specimen and heat treamaent specifications for all data presented in this thesis.
Table A. 1 Inconel 718 High Temperatme Tensile Data.
TEST TEMPERATURE,
7.50E+01
6.00E+02
1.00E+03
1.20E+03
1.30E+03
TENSILE STRENGTH,
PSI
I
1.63E+05
1.56E+05
1.48E+05
1.40E+05
1.35E+05
Table A.2 Incone1718 Mechanical Fatigue Data.
TEST
TEMPERATURE
'F
75
1000
1200
FATIGUE STRENGTH, PSI
lO5
CYCL.ES
132,000
111,000
100,000
lO6
CYCLES
I01,000
I02,000
94,000
107
CYCLES
92,000
95,000
88,000
]os
CYCI.F__
90,000
90,000
72,000
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Table A.3 Inconel718 Rupture Data.
TEST
TEMPERATURE,
oF
RUPTURE LIFE,
HRS
RUFI'URE
STRENGTH,
PSI
1000 27.8
133.2
256.0
814.9
1731.0
8473.0
21523.6
158000
150000
145000
140000
134000
124000
118000
1100 28.2
62.0
151.9
367.5
2327.6
10606.2
33990.7
135000
130000
123000
117000
105000
94000
86OO0
1200 10.6
30.8
150.0
747.2
3131.5
7263.0
10232.0
115000
108000
96OOO
87000
78000
_000
63000
1300 18.0
70.5
182.7
476.8
808.0
2870.7
6048.0
86OOO
76OOO
68000
6OOOO
55OOO
44OOO
37000
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Table A.4 Incone1718 "I'netmal Fatigue Data.
Cycles to Failure, Reversals to Total Strain Plastic Strain
N'F Failure, 2N'F Amplitude Amplitacle
45 90 0.01 0.005
140 280 0.0075 0.0029
750 1500 0.005 0.0011
9750 19500 0.004 0.0003
Table A.5 Incone1718 Data Summary.
EFFECT
Temperature
REFERENCE FIGURE SPECIMEN
NUMBER NUMBER
[14]
l ii
2, 3, 21, hot-rolled round,
22, 23, 25 4-inch diameter,
from single sheet
HEAT TREATMENT
1950°F/1 hr, plus
1400°F/10 hr, F.C.
1(30 °F/hr to 1200°F,
hold at 1200°F for 8 hr
Mechanical
Fatigue
[14] 4,5,6,18 forging,
hot-rolled bar,
averagegrain
of 0.0OO8 in
1750°1:/1hr,plus
1325°F/8 hr,F.C. to
I150°F, hold atI150°F,
totaiaging tin_of 18 hr
Creep [2] 7,8,9,19 flat-pancake,
21 in diameter x
1 in thick
1800°F/2 hr, A.C., plus
1325°F/8 hr, F.C.
100°F/hr to 1150°F/g In',
A.C.
Thermal
Fatigue
[16] 10, 11, 12,
13, 14, 15,
16, 17, 20
forging,round,
11 mm d/ameto',
gage lengthof
15ram
1253K x 1 hr, W.Q.,
997K x 8 hr-(55K/hr)
to 893K x 8 hr, A.C.
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